
KerrHawe 

The first rotary instrument for the removal of temporary
cement and debris.

Dentists have 
been waiting for 
this for ages.

Order information
Art. No. Type of Package Contents:

950 OptiClean Kit 12 OptiClean instruments

KerrHawe 

Finally an easy and efficient way to
remove temporary cement.

Faster, easier and complete
removal of temporary cement.

Excellent access due to its
specific design.

Clear view of the working
surface since no paste or pumice
slurry is required.

Gentle to the soft tissue.
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Colour coding:

KerrHawe offers comprehensive colour systems. OptiClean 
follows the colour coding of OptiDisc, the first translucent 
finishing and polishing disc (Light blue: “fine” abrasivity).

OptiCleanTMClean

OptiCleanTMClean

KerrHawe SA
P.O. Box 268
6934 Bioggio
Switzerland

Freephone: 00800-41-050-505
Fax: +41-91-610-0514
www.KerrHawe.com



KerrHawe OptiClean technical details:

Optimised abrasive particles for efficient cement removal and minimal abrasion on dentine.
A-silicone matrix for excellent flexibility and dynamic stress behaviour.
High-performance aromatic polymer guarantees perfect and secure fit of the mandrel in the handpiece.
Smallest tool available on the market with flexible coating and 1.65 mm tip diameter.

Great features:

Easy and efficient handling:

Faster, easier and complete removal of 
temporary cement.
Excellent access due to its specific design.
Clear view of the working surface since 
no paste or pumice slurry is required.

More gentle than common procedures:

Low risk of abrasion on the preparation 
and adjacent teeth.
Gentle to the soft tissue.
Highly hygienic because it’s single 
use only.

Our innovation for optimal dental care: The first rotary instrument for the removal 
of temporary cement and debris.

Removal of temporary 
restoration from preparation.

Temporary cement removal
with KerrHawe OptiClean.

Perfect result after using 
KerrHawe OptiClean.

“OptiClean is perfect in its execution! It removes all traces of temporary cement and 
delivers a perfectly clean cementation surface of the entire tooth preparation in literally
seconds. I love using OptiClean because it is quick, easy, provides a higher quality surface 
for cementation and therefore provides a higher quality restoration for my patients.”

George Salem, DMD, FAGD
Braintree, Massachusetts, USA

KerrHawe 

So far there has been no efficient way to remove temporary cement.
But now you have KerrHawe OptiClean: indicated for the removal of 
temporary cement and debris.

Field Emission SEM Study by Prof. P. Lambrechts, Catholic University of Leuven, Belgium
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Clinical photos by Dr. med. dent. M. Brandenbusch, Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz, Germany
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New in the KerrHawe system for temporary restoration:

US Pat. 5 882 201


